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Abstract. The growing deployment of robots in social contexts implies
the need to model their behaviour as social agents. In this context, the
way a robot approaches a user and eventually engages in an interaction
is a crucial aspect to take into account for the acceptance of these tools.
In this work, we explore how the approaching policy and gaze behaviours
can influence the perceived intention to interact before the interaction
starts. The conducted user study highlights the importance of the robot’s
gaze behaviour when approaching a human with respect to its approach-
ing behaviour. In particular, if the robot moves in the surroundings of
a human, even not straightforward in their direction, but locks the gaze
at them, the intention to interact is recognised clearer and faster with
respect to the direct approaching of the user but with an adverse gaze.
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1 Introduction

A typical first encounter with a robot and the subsequent interaction provide im-
portant insights to the user on the robot’s capabilities. When the latter presents
humanoid characteristics, the interaction can elicit social expectations [6, 30].
However, if during the interaction the robot fails to comply with social norms,
dissatisfaction can arise [27]. To tackle these issues, research is pushing toward
the definition of natural Human-Robot Interaction (nHRI) [26], which can enable
robots to display and perceive all the modalities used by humans in face-to-face
interactions.

The spontaneity of Human-Human Interactions (HHIs) is inherently uncon-
strained and strongly depends on the nonverbal cues employed by the partici-
pants in the interaction. These cues can vary with the participant, the context,
and also their willingness in taking part in the interaction. However, it becomes
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very hard to keep spontaneity in the nonverbal channel of the encounter if one
of the participants is a social robot. The question “How does a social HRI begin,
and what factors trigger it?” becomes increasingly important and embeds how
the nonverbal behaviours of a robot are perceived by a user.

In this work, we start from the assumption that two participants (a human
and a robot) about to start a social HRI continuously exchange social signals
in a bidirectional manner that could lead to initiating the interaction. In this
sense, the behaviour of both (potential) participants of an HRI can lead to
initiating or avoiding the interaction at will. If one of the (potential) participants
in an HRI is constrained, the behaviour of the partner is considered responsible
for initiating or avoiding, the interaction. This claim is inspired by the work
presented in [13], in which authors model an HRI in a multimodal fashion and
consider the bidirectional component of the communication channels. Similar
policies happen among humans. For instance, if we would like to prevent an
interaction to start while walking in a public space, we can use an aversive gaze
or deviate our path to avoid a specific person. When translating this behaviour
to HRI, we can exploit the anthropomorphism of a robot to design behaviours
that can purposefully convey the intention to start or avoid an interaction.

To investigate these concepts, we conducted a user study where the approach
policy and gaze of a humanoid robot (Pepper) approaching a standing user were
manipulated to convey various degrees of intention to initiate the interaction.
Our results show that, given a robot approaching a user, the robot’s gaze conveys
the social intention quicker and clearer than its motion toward the user.

2 Background and Related Work

With the increasing deployment of robots in social contexts, it is relevant to
understand how the interactions evolve. Among the well-known metrics used in
HRI, engagement evaluation is crucial as it allows estimating the process or state
(according to the chosen definition) of the interaction [16].

Engagement in HRI is a widely studied topic that has its roots in human
sciences and exploits recent technologies for building effective and robust tools.
In a key work in the field, authors define engagement in HRI as “the process
by which individuals involved in an interaction start, maintain, and end their
perceived connection to one another” [23]. In a similar fashion, we model the
interaction in three separate phases namely: approaching, interacting and ter-
minating. In the first phase, the user might infer the intention to initiate an
interaction of the robot but no HRI is ongoing. In the second phase the HRI is
occurring, and in the last phase, the social cues of the participants convey that
the interaction is terminating.

Metrics like engagement [16] and visual focus of attention (VFoA) [3] can be
used to track how the interaction unfolds. For example, the authors in [5] present
a dataset (EU-HRI dataset) containing a rich set of data streams obtained from
a 56 days experiment performed in the wild, in which a (static) humanoid robot
Pepper was used to interact with users and record data from its sensors. In
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that work, a distance threshold from the fixed standing robot defines the logic
for considering the user as part of the HRI. Hence, engagement evaluation is
deployed as a metric “during” the interaction while does not provide information
on a social interaction that is about to start. Indeed, among humans, social
intelligence can be used to understand a partner that seeks an interaction or that
would like to terminate it [25]. Social robots should be able to employ, or at least
mimic, similar social intelligence. When an interaction with an anthropomorphic
robot is about to start, Kendon’s model [11] can be used to define the social robot
skills [2] and greetings behaviours [9, 28].

Gaze [1,24], proxemics [14] and body movements [21] are among the nonver-
bal features that can be interpreted as social signals and can be used to convey
the robot’s intentions. The interpersonal space, relative body pose and mutual
gaze [18] can be used to capture a snapshot of the evolution of an HRI. The way
these variables develop over time can give us more insights into the dynamics
of the interaction. Yet, an orchestrated employment of these in a multimodal
fashion is expected to improve natural HRIs [4, 10].

The approaching phase in a social HRI provides a first impression that can
be used to deduct social intentions. Research highlights that proxemics and the
robot’s body motions in this phase are pivotal for the users’ perception of the
robot’s intention [10,14,20]. The way a robot approaches a human can be inter-
preted by the latter in different ways [19]. A fast movement towards the human
might elicit fear and discomfort [12]. On the other hand, if the robot approaches
the human too slowly, the latter might not understand its intention to interact.
Moreover, if the robot embeds anthropomorphic features, the motion of each
body part can also affect the interaction. In particular, gaze can be manipulated
to convey positive or negative robot’s mental states and intentions during an
interaction [1]. Yet, a robot that stares a human during a social interaction is
not positively perceived [29]. In [22], authors developed a model that predicts
the walking behaviour of a person in the proximity of the robot, plans a path
towards them and finally conveys the intention to start a conversation in a non-
verbal fashion. In contrast to the design choices of [22], this work constrains
the movement of the humans and focuses on how various nonverbal features of
the robot can influence the perceived intention to interact only during the ap-
proaching phase. The main idea is that, despite the perception strategies that
are currently in use in anthropomorphic robots, users might infer the robot’s
social intentions by its body expressions from afar.

3 Methods

A 2x2 experimental design was implemented, to investigate the effects of gaze
and approach policy of a robot navigating toward a user in a hall. The controlled
variables modulate the nonverbal behaviour of the robot and can be interpreted
by the users as social signals [4]. For the robot’s gaze, two conditions are chosen
by employing a social or an adverse gaze during the approach phase. In this
sense, a social gaze consists in the robot employing a face-directed gaze [1]
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during the approach phase, while an adverse gaze consists in the robot gazing
the location that is specular to the human’s face with respect to the robot’s
path. Hence, the robot is gazing an empty location in the hall. We assume this
last condition to be perceived as asocial as Normoyle et al. [15] link similar
behaviours to low trust.

The approach policy is controlled by the position of the standing user in
space (front vs side approach). The user can either stand in front of the robot
or with a lateral offset from the trajectory at the end of the approaching phase
(30◦ clockwise, see Figure 1). Given the symmetry of the scenario, only one
lateral condition is implemented. In both conditions, the user is instructed to face
the robot. These two configurations are expected to well mimic a spontaneous
encounter with a robot in a public space while still fitting with the social space
range defined in [17]. Table 1 shows an overview of the experimental conditions.
The conditions are named according to their controlled variables where SF refers
to social front, AF to adverse front, SS to social side and AS to adverse side.

An initial pilot study is performed to validate the designed conditions and
to improve the survey. The outcome of it allowed us to rephrase some unclear
entries in the survey and optimize the experimental protocol. Then a user study
is conducted with a within-subject design in which each participant is exposed
to the four experimental conditions. We recruited 26 participants in total, which
would allow us to detect an effect size of d = 0.25 with .80 power at an alpha
level of .05 (calculated using the G*Power software [7]).

Table 1: Overview of the experimental conditions.

Social Adverse

Front Condition 1 (SF) Condition 2 (AF)

Side Condition 3 (SS) Condition 4 (AS)

Most of the participants (93%) have already interacted with a robot prior to
this experiment and are in average 28.3 years old (SD = 8.74). The experiment
was carried out in a hall with controlled illumination and no outside distraction.
Only the robot, the participant and the experimenter were present in the hall
throughout the duration of the experiment (ca. 20 minutes). The robot performs
a frontal straight segment of 4m (approaching phase 0 − 14s), stops at 1.7m
from the user, gazes at them and says a short greeting sentence (interacting
phase 14−24s) and finally goes back to the starting position (terminating phase
24 − 51s). It is important to notice that despite the position of the participant
(frontally or with the lateral offset), once the robot has finished the approaching
phase, it regulates its face towards them before playing the greeting sentence.
Figures 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d shows snapshots of the experimental conditions SF, AF,
SS and AS, respectively. The initial distance of 4m as well as the distance during
the interacting phase of 1.7m are selected according to [8]. We are aware that
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1: Snapshots of the four experimental conditions at the end of the approach-
ing phase.

proxemics can differ among participants, however, this work focuses on the role
of gaze and proximity as drivers for initiating a social HRI and the selected
values are reasonable for the goal. Each participant is instructed to stand still
throughout the experiment, observe the robot’s behaviour and ask themself the
question:

– (1) “Would the robot like to start an interaction with me?”.

Participants are instructed to say “yes” as soon as they can answer the
question (1) positively. At this point, the experimenter halts a stopwatch that
keeps track of the time passed between the initial motion of the robot and the
time when the participant responded to question (1) with “yes”. If the robot can
reach the interacting phase location and the participant still has not answered
positively to (1), we consider the stopwatch to halt at the end of the interacting
phase (t = 24s). With this logic, the stopwatch values are taken into account
only if belong to the approaching phase and are saturated if answered during
the interacting phase or later. Bearing this in mind, the multimodal interaction
that unfolds during the interacting phase and its effects on the question (1) are
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out of the scope of this work. The interpersonal space together with the gaze
directed to the participant and a short spoken sentence, allow us to consider
that participants surely perceive the intention to interact with the robot during
the interacting phase. The controlled variables (gaze and approach policy) differ
across the conditions only during the approaching phase. The conditions are
administered to the user in a pseudo-randomized fashion to mitigate order effects.
After being exposed to each condition the participants answered a brief post-
interaction survey comprising of the following 5-point Likert scale entries. In
italic are shown the corresponding keywords used in Figure 3.

1. The robot’s behaviour is social.
2. The robot would like to interact with me.
3. I would feel comfortable of encountering this robot in a social context.
4. I like the quality of the robot.
5. I quickly understood when the robot wanted to start the interaction.
6. I quickly understood when the robot wanted to finish the interaction.

The response could range between 1 (I fully disagree) to 5 (I fully agree). Finally,
after experiencing the four conditions the experimenter tells the participant the
goal of the research in detail.

4 Result

The responses to question (1) are collected in terms of seconds (time between
the start of the robot motion and the keyword pronounced by the participants).

A paired t-test with 95% confidence intervals is performed on the mean of
these for each condition. Figure 2 shows the mean time to answer the question
(1) and the standard deviation at each condition is shown in terms of error bar
length.

In this measure, we found a significant difference between SF (M = 16.59,
SD = 6.45) and AF (M = 21.06, SD = 3.75), with t(25) = −2.56, p < .05 and
between SF and AS (M = 22.26, SD = 2.06), t(25) = −3.76, p < .001.

This shows that participants were able to answer significantly faster to ques-
tion (1) when the robot employed a social gaze compared to the robot that used
an asocial gaze despite its base motion trajectory. Significant difference is found
between AF and SS (M = 12.58, SD = 4.80) with t(25) = 7.84, p < .001 and
between SS and AS with t(25) = 8.27, p < .001. Participants took significantly
longer to answer question (1) when the robot employed an adverse gaze despite
its base motion trajectory. Finally, significant difference is found between SF
and SS with t(25) = 2.20, p < .05. This latter result shows that question (1)
was answered significantly faster when the robot employed a social gaze and the
user was not in front of the trajectory of the robot.

We could deduct that the base motion trajectory is less relevant than the
gaze direction for eliciting the intention to start a social HRI. It is interesting to
notice that in Figure 2 only the condition SS obtained a mean time within the
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Fig. 2: Responses’ means of question (1) per condition. Significant differences
between conditions have been indicated with * for p < .05 and with ** for
p < .001.

approaching phase window. Figure 3 shows the mean responses of the survey
grouped by conditions with the respective significant differences.

Regarding the questions presented in section 3, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
is performed on the mean responses per each condition. In particular significant
differences are found in the social question between SF and AS (T = 55, p < .05),
between AF and AS (T = 48, p < .05) and between SS and AS (T = 18, p <
.05). Regarding the interact question significant differences are found between
SF and AF (T = 22, p < .05) and between SF and AS (T = 20, p < .05).
The experiments were designed so that the robot 1) approaches the user in
four different ways and 2) terminates the interaction using the same behaviour
across all conditions. Surprisingly, no significant difference was found in the start
question, but a significant difference was found in the finish question between
SS and AS (T = 41, p < .05). We suspect that this result is given by the short
time allocated to the interaction and the difference in the yaw of the robot head

Social Interact Comfort Quality Start Finish
1
2
3
4
5

*
*
* *

*

*

SF AF SS AS

Fig. 3: Average responses of the survey. Significant differences between conditions
have been indicated with * for p < .05.
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between SS and AS. However, further investigation will help us understand this
trend.

5 Discussion

Interpersonal distance and gaze are some preceptors of the interaction but can-
not always reflect the intention of initiating an interaction. In the scenarios that
we build, despite the motion constraint given to the user, we could simulate un-
structured spontaneous encounters with a robot. While the robot is approaching
a user, its arm gestures and body pose can influence the way the user perceives
it [6]. The interactions developed for this study aim to simulate a spontaneous’
one that can happen in the wild. Clearly, an unstructured scene is far more com-
plex and the environment can influence the interaction in a positive or negative
fashion. For instance, if two users are in a hall without illumination, it would be
very hard to establish an interaction. Hence, the social cognition is preceded by
the perception of the surroundings.

Figure 2 suggest that the robot’s head acts as a stronger social cue with
respect to the user’s relative body position while approaching a social HRI.
Furthermore, in SS the robot gives the impression to actively looking for the user
while in FS since the user is already on the robot’s trajectory, the intentionality
of it is not clearly perceived.

Some participants described the behaviour of the robot during SS as secure
and more natural, while other participants suggested that the relative torso pose
would have also benefited the study. Additionally, few participants described the
behaviour of the robot during SF as aggressive and unnatural. Despite the slight
changes among the conditions, our results show that even when the robot is far
from the human, its gazing behaviour is read as a social signal and can convey
the intention to initiate an interaction.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we investigate the role of nonverbal robot behaviour before a social
HRI takes place. We model the time evolution of an HRI with a three-phase
representation and conduct a user study to investigate the effects of gaze and
approach policy when the interaction has not started yet. Participants are in-
structed to pronounce the keyword “yes” as soon as they can answer positively
to the question “Would the robot like to start an interaction with me?”. At this
point, a stopwatch records how long it took each participant to pronounce the
keyword in each condition. Each participant also fills in a post-interaction survey
after experiencing each condition. Results show that participants significantly
preferred conditions in which the robot employs a social gaze while approaching
them. However, it might be that when the user is directly on the path of the
robot the intentionality of the social gaze is perceived as a consequence of the
robot’s motion.
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Future research will investigate the effects of different robot designs and more
complex robot paths have on the perceived robot’s intentions in similar scenarios.
Moreover, we plan to target different age groups of participants to investigate
whether their perception of the robot’s intention differs.
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